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https://twitter.com/r2cdev
https://r2c.dev
https://sgrep.dev


Who is r2c?

Presenting tonight:
Isaac Evans, co-founder @ r2c
formerly: BS/MS MIT, MIT Lincoln Labs, US DoD

Other team members from: Facebook, NCC 
Group, INRIA, MIT, Stanford, Palantir, Meraki, 
Microsoft, and Avira

Our work: automate security for devs: release 
open-source tools and provide commercial 
services for enterprises on top of them
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sgrep.dev 

rule engine

bento.dev

run in pre-commit / CI and 
capture feedback

r2c flowchart
r2c is building open-source security tools for developer self-service



sgrep
syntactical-(and semantic)-grep
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Python Flask: ensure secure, httponly cookies
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@app.route("/index")
def index():
    rep = response.set_cookie("hello", secure=False, httponly=False)
    return rep

grep -R response.set_cookie\(.*secure=False.*\) *attempt 1

rg -g ‘*.py’ response.set_cookie\(.*secure=False.*\)attempt 2



Python Flask: ensure secure, httponly cookies
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@app.route("/index")
def index():
    rep = response.set_cookie("hello",

 secure=False)
    return rep

from flask import response as r
@app.route("/index")
def index():
    # response.set_cookie(secure=False) 
    rep = r.set_cookie("hello",

 secure=False)
    return rep

@app.route("/index")
def index():
    rep = response.set_cookie("hello",

 secure=True, httponly=False)
    return rep

multiline

imports
haven’t handled this 
yet, kwargs are 
optional + unordered

matching comments



xkcd 1171
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fundamental mismatch:
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@app.route("/index")
def index():
    rep = 
response.set_cookie(func()
, secure=False, s=func())
    return rep

string tree🧶            !=      🌲 



what are our options?

● Use grep: regexps

○ Pro: easy to use, interactive

○ Cons: line-oriented, mismatch with program structure (trees, ASTs)

● Use a Real Parser™

○ Pro: robust, precise

○ Con: Need a parser for each language: babel, go-ast, python-ast, etc.

○ Con: Each parser represents ASTs differently; have to learn and write differently

○ Con: Languages have “more than one way to do it”: need deep language expertise
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what are our options?

● Use grep: regexps

● Use a Real Parser™

Enter sgrep, an in-between solution
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What is sgrep?

free tool for writing lightweight checks with code patterns to find bugs using a familiar syntax.

sgrep already handles Python, JavaScript, Java, Golang, C

(coming soon: PHP, Typescript, others)

$ sgrep -lang python -e 'subprocess.open(...)' /path/to/my/project
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First version of sgrep written at Facebook, used to enforce almost one thousand 
rules

Yoann Padioleau, original sgrep author and first program analysis hire at FB,  
joined r2c last year. Previously PhD @ INRIA, coccinelle.lip6.fr

http://coccinelle.lip6.fr/


How would we approach this problem with sgrep?

⇒ sgrep.live/LB6
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https://sgrep.live/LB6


sgrep vs compiler frontend Flake8 AST+visitor check
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https://github.com/1337/yesterday-i-learned/blob/eeeebf34f81aebbed71a07aba093ddb48c68a07b/scripts/fun_fact.py

https://sgrep.live/30K

https://github.com/1337/yesterday-i-learned/blob/eeeebf34f81aebbed71a07aba093ddb48c68a07b/scripts/fun_fact.py
https://sgrep.live/30K


sgrep vs compiler frontend

boto3.client(...,
 aws_secret_access_key=”...”,
 aws_access_key_id=”...”
 ) 

         sgrep   pattern

Flake8 AST+visitor check
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https://github.com/1337/yesterday-i-learned/blob/eeeebf34f81aebbed71a07aba093ddb48c68a07b/scripts/fun_fact.py

https://github.com/1337/yesterday-i-learned/blob/eeeebf34f81aebbed71a07aba093ddb48c68a07b/scripts/fun_fact.py


Main features (talk outline)

1. Use concrete code syntax:  easy to learn

2. Metavariables ($X) : abstract away code

3. ’...’ operator:  abstract away sequences

4. Knows about code equivalences: one pattern can match variations of the code
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Concrete code syntax

● Does not care about spacing (works at AST-level, not character-level)

● Does not care about comments

● No issue with matching parenthesis (no regexp limitations)

foo($X,2) Will match

foo(1,2)

foo(a_very_long_constant_name,
    2)

foo (unsafe(), # indeed
     2)

foo(bar(1,3), 2)

         sgrep pattern

         Concrete Python/Javascript/…  code
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Metavariables (part 1)

● Metavariables start with a $ ($X, $Y, $WHATEVER) , contain uppercase ASCII characters

● Matches:
○ Expressions (including arguments)

○ Statements

○ Names (functions, fields, etc.)

foo($X,2)

if $E:
  foo()

if $X > $Y:
  $S

$F(1,2)

Will match foo(1,2)

if x > 2:
  foo()

if var > 2: 
  return 1

foo(1,2)
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Will match

Will match

Will match



Metavariables (part 2)

You can reuse the same metavariable: sgrep enforces equality constraint

$X == $X

if $E:
  $S
else:
  $S

$V = open()
close($V)

Will match if (a+b == a+b):

if x > 2:
  foo()
  bar()
else: 
  foo()
  bar()

myfile = open()
close(myfile)
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Will match

Will match



demo
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will match$X == $X



‘...’ sequence operator

‘…’  can match sequences of:

● Arguments, parameters
● Characters
● Statements 

foo(...,5)

foo(“...”)

$V = get()
...
eval($V)

Will match

foo(1,2,3,4,5)
foo(5)

foo(“whatever sequence of chars”)

user_data = get()
print(“do stuff”)
foobar()
eval(user_data)
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Will match

Will match



Code equivalence (semantic grep)

● sgrep knows about the semantics of the language, so one pattern can match variations 

of equivalent code (constant propagation! https://sgrep.live/4K5)

●

$X == $X

foo(kwd1=1,kwd2=2,...)

subprocess.open(...)

import foo.bar

Will match (a+b != a+b) # <=> !(a+b==a+b)

foo(kwd2=2, kwd1=1, kwd3=3)

from subprocess import open as
  sub_open

result = sub_open(“ls”)

from foo import bar
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Will match

Will match

Will match

https://sgrep.live/4K5


part 2: infrastructure: 
YAML config, registry, 

integrations
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iterating on a rule: an example
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most basic rule imaginable: $X == $X
run on app.r2c.dev over top 5000 packages on PyPi:

https://dev.massive.ret2.co/jobs/395


/your/project/.sgrep.yml

iterating on a rule: v1
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rules:
 - id: stupid_equal
   pattern: $X == $X
   message: $X == $X is always true
   languages: [python]
   severity: WARNING

 



/your/project/.sgrep.yml

iterating on a rule: v2
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rules:
 - id: stupid_equal
   patterns:
     pattern-not-inside: assert(...)
     pattern: $X == $X
   message: $X == $X is always true
   languages: [python]
   severity: WARNING

 



/your/project/.sgrep.yml

iterating on a rule: v3
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rules:
  - id: eqeq-is-bad
    patterns:
      - pattern-not-inside: |
          def __eq__(...): 
              ...
      - pattern-not-inside: assert(...)
      - pattern-not-inside: assertTrue(...)
      - pattern-not-inside: assertFalse(...)
      - pattern-either:
          - pattern: $X == $X
          - pattern: $X != $X
      - pattern-not: 1 == 1
    message: "useless comparison operation `$X == $X` or `$X != $X`; 
if testing for floating point NaN, use `math.isnan`, or `cmath.isnan` 
if the number is complex."
    languages: [python]
    severity: ERROR

[1] 
https://github.com/secdev/scapy/blob/8066e9d871
65b7c5387cc13e141f58cc2603dc1a/scapy/contrib/
isotp.py#L364

[2] 
https://github.com/apache/libcloud/blob/6540c1271
99f92465c4917a974f1fbd06bc71d27/libcloud/com
pute/drivers/cloudsigma.py#L612

[3] 
https://github.com/Azure/azure-sdk-for-python/blob
/76835cddacb9e6996dace0ee686ae5a7c446c5f8/
sdk/cosmos/azure-cosmos/azure/cosmos/routing/r
outing_map_provider.py#L97

https://dev.massive.ret2.co/triager/triage/537/3408?selected_regions=%5B%7B%22rows%22%3A%5B0%2C0%5D%7D%5D
https://github.com/secdev/scapy/blob/8066e9d87165b7c5387cc13e141f58cc2603dc1a/scapy/contrib/isotp.py#L364
https://github.com/secdev/scapy/blob/8066e9d87165b7c5387cc13e141f58cc2603dc1a/scapy/contrib/isotp.py#L364
https://github.com/secdev/scapy/blob/8066e9d87165b7c5387cc13e141f58cc2603dc1a/scapy/contrib/isotp.py#L364
https://github.com/apache/libcloud/blob/6540c127199f92465c4917a974f1fbd06bc71d27/libcloud/compute/drivers/cloudsigma.py#L612
https://github.com/apache/libcloud/blob/6540c127199f92465c4917a974f1fbd06bc71d27/libcloud/compute/drivers/cloudsigma.py#L612
https://github.com/apache/libcloud/blob/6540c127199f92465c4917a974f1fbd06bc71d27/libcloud/compute/drivers/cloudsigma.py#L612
https://github.com/Azure/azure-sdk-for-python/blob/76835cddacb9e6996dace0ee686ae5a7c446c5f8/sdk/cosmos/azure-cosmos/azure/cosmos/routing/routing_map_provider.py#L97
https://github.com/Azure/azure-sdk-for-python/blob/76835cddacb9e6996dace0ee686ae5a7c446c5f8/sdk/cosmos/azure-cosmos/azure/cosmos/routing/routing_map_provider.py#L97
https://github.com/Azure/azure-sdk-for-python/blob/76835cddacb9e6996dace0ee686ae5a7c446c5f8/sdk/cosmos/azure-cosmos/azure/cosmos/routing/routing_map_provider.py#L97
https://github.com/Azure/azure-sdk-for-python/blob/76835cddacb9e6996dace0ee686ae5a7c446c5f8/sdk/cosmos/azure-cosmos/azure/cosmos/routing/routing_map_provider.py#L97


/your/project/.sgrep.yml

iterating on a rule: other languages
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rules:
    - id: useless-assignment
      patterns:
        - pattern: |
            $X = $Y;
            $X = $Z;
      message: "`$X` is assigned twice; useless first assignment"
      languages: [js]
      severity: WARNING



/your/project/.sgrep.yml

iterating on a rule: scriptable!
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rules:
  - id: use-decimalfield-for-money
    patterns:
      - pattern-inside: |
          class $M(...):
            ...
      - pattern: $F = django.db.models.FloatField(...)
      - pattern-where-python: 'price' in vars['$F']
      - message: "Found a FloatField used for variable $F. Use 
DecimalField for currency fields to avoid float-rounding errors."
    languages: [python]
    severity: ERROR

* requires non-default flag:  --dangerously-allow-arbitrary-code-execution-from-rules

your code here 



r2c rule registry
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uses curated set from registry at github.com/returntocorp/sgrep-rules: examples and tests for 
Java, JS, Golang, Python

● you can make a PR from sgrep.live!
● currently many rules under development by r2c team; rule ideas contributed by Django 

co-creator, suggested by Flask team, independent security researchers
● r2c does check-quality measurements: finding-rate, action-rate simulated on historical 

commits

$ sgrep -config=r2c

https://github.com/returntocorp/sgrep-rules
https://sgrep.live


Integrations
● sgrep is a check engine in Bento, our open-source meta-linter (packages sgrep with a lot 

of other OSS tools) and automatically installs pre-commit hooks / GitHub action if you 
want. Useful for team deploys.

● PR in flight adding to Coinbase Salus

● pre-commit hook (see sgrep.dev)

● GitHub Action (see sgrep.dev)

● POST json: sgrep --output https://your.url.here/report/location 
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https://bento.dev
https://github.com/coinbase/salus
https://sgrep.dev
https://sgrep.dev
https://your.url.here/report/location


Current work

● Binaries for brew and apt almost done

● More code equivalences!
$X + $Y <==> $Y + $X

● Integrate typing information
○ new Buffer($X:int, …)

○ ($O:XmlHttpRequest).get(...)

● Integrate tainting information
○ eval($X:<user_data>)

● Support more languages (PHP, TypeScript, Ruby, Scala, Swift, SQL, etc.)
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Uses
● Find bugs in code!

○ $X == $X

○ Use github.com/returntocorp/sgrep-rules for ideas!

○ r2c has internal CVE trophy case that we will publish and you can add to

● Enforce secure defaults + secure frameworks at CI time

● Narrow vulnerability reports based on usage

Eg "lodash prototype pollution"
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https://github.com/returntocorp/sgrep-rules


What’s next?

● Go star the repo! https://sgrep.dev

● More cool tools are coming! Follow us on twitter @r2cdev

● Write sgrep rules and make PRs to the registry GitHub repo

● Join our Slack!

● Share examples of patterns you’d like to find + catch
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https://sgrep.dev
https://twitter.com/r2cdev
https://join.slack.com/t/r2c-community/shared_invite/zt-8cnmhppg-p1hQyqADmd2iRjWku_Je1A

